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U3A OFFICE  
Mondays & Wednesdays 9.30 -11.30am 

Closed public/school holidays 

The Office is located at the Uniting Church in    

Lyttleton Street. Proceed up the driveway to the 

parking area. You will find the Office in the 

Manse (building pictured above on the right). 

Submission deadline for the April newsletter,       

                  Monday 23rd March 

        u3acastlemainenews@gmail.com 

Friday Coffee Morning,                              
6th March at 10am.   

Church of Christ, 66 Blakeley Rd Castlemaine  

Ample parking is available. 

 

Guest speaker, Alleyne Hockley, 

archivist from the Castlemaine 

Historical Society will speak on 

the Society’s background and  

provide an introduction to the 

extensive archive collection.   

 

Kitchen Duty: Italian Advanced Conversation 

and Latin III/Latin IV.                                     
     All Welcome                  
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

March 

Wednesday 4th—’New Members Welcome 
&  Information’  2-4pm at  the Garden 
Room, Buda. 

Friday 6th—Coffee Morning 

 

April 

Friday 3rd—Coffee Morning  

 

May 

Friday 1st— Coffee Morning  

 From the President 

At its most recent meeting, the committee discussed two aspects of our monthly      

Friday coffee mornings. I would like to share the discussions with you. The issues are 

food and our ‘market stalls’. 

 

At each coffee morning, we have tables in the foyer offering a range of opportunities, 

including raffle tickets, books, plants and recording your attendance. These attract a 

good deal of attention. While this is a very good thing – indeed it is the whole idea – 

they also cause congestion in the foyer, preventing the smooth flow of traffic into the 

auditorium. This issue is particularly acute for those of us with mobility or frailty issues, and has been 

developing for some time, but recently has begun to reach the level at which health and safety    

issues arise.  

 

It has been decided that all these tables (‘stalls’) except the small tables with the attendance book 

and the newsletter will be moved into the auditorium (where the finance table has been for some 

time). We encourage you to enjoy more space around the tables and to continue providing these 

fund raising activities with your support. 

 

Also with recent changes to kitchen arrangements, we have taken account of some feedback we 

have received regarding morning tea at coffee mornings. A number of members, particularly long 

standing members, have given the feedback that the morning tea includes too much food and is 

out of step with the idea of a social rather than a culinary event. The morning tea is meant as an   

opportunity to catch up and talk. It is not meant as a meal. We have also had feedback from the 

kitchen that current levels of catering lead to an impressive level of waste, as leftovers cannot all be 

sent to a good home.  

 

You will notice in the next few months that this will lead to a lighter morning tea. This should reduce 

the non-class related obligations on members and lighten the kitchen work load and the extent of 

waste.  

 

As we reduce the level of effort in this activity, please provide us with feedback as to your future  

preferences.  

   

                                     Trevor Lloyd 

‘We have added years to life, now it’s time to add life to those years.’ 

John F. Kennedy at a conference on ageing, 

Wanted: Property & Equipment Assistant 

We would love someone to volunteer their services to 

assist with Property and Equipment for U3A.  It would be 

helpful if you were  relatively confident with computers 

and technology, but not absolutely necessary. 

Please contact Terry Murphy 

u3acm.secretary@gmail.com or  0425 712 362 to discuss. 

mailto:u3acm.secretary@gmail.com
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At the February Coffee Morning 

The February Coffee Morning, the first for 2020, was well       

attended with approximately 90 people attending.   

Tim and Felicity from The Theatre Royal spoke about both the 

history and the future plans for our iconic Castlemaine        

theatre. Did you know that it began as a  canvas and sapling 

walled structure back in 1854? Over the years it has suffered 

two major fires and was once a substantial hotel with a large    

music room. It has enjoyed various owners who have all 

made changes and additions and this continues as  Tim and 

Felicity are currently overseeing  many necessary renovations from both a health/safety and a comfort 

point of view, and to maintain its integrity as an historical building with aesthetic value. The structural 

improvements include new flooring, asbestos removal, fundamental renovation of the façade, new 

comfortable seating, lighting and upgraded electrics, and soon some new stage lighting and air    

conditioning.  

The plan is for the Theatre Royal to be a world class venue for films and live performances. A          

sponsorship program involving patrons (loyal royals) has  resulted in new couches, and sponsors are 

currently funding seats that are being re-upholstered with the appropriate fabrics and colours from the 

19th century period. Tim and  Felicity thanked the community for their generous support. 

Further news involves member and course leader, Vic Say, the new Mount Alexander 

Senior Citizen of the Year who was congratulated, and mention made by Bridget 

Leach of the article in the February newsletter about a terrific and unexpected       

outcome for a member attending the La Trobe lectures through U3A. 

Beryl Leavesley who for many years ably coordinated the cake roster for the monthly 

cake raffle, was thanked and Deb Wigglesworth welcomed as the new cake roster 

coordinator. And the lucky cake raffle winner for the month was Sue Hollis, pictured 

with the apple and pecan cake. Thanks go to Gay Buchanan for baking the splendid 

looking and  no doubt delicious, cake. 

A British U3A has a  

Laughter Exercise 

group which meets 

for thirty minutes of 

laughter exercise 

once a fortnight.                  

 Ha ha! 

This U3A in Britain has a Steampunk group which 

meets on a monthly basis. This is punk in the 19th 

Century ‘Steam Age’ times. 

Two amusing ideas, or for something similar, for courses to run later this year or the next?       
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                            Extreme Weather Policy 

The Extreme Heat Policy has been reviewed and is replaced by an Extreme 

Weather Policy. 

To reduce the risk to members attending U3A Castlemaine activities, our     

Extreme Weather Policy states that on declared Code Red fire danger days, all U3A Castlemaine      

activities are cancelled.  

On all extreme weather days other than those declared Code Red fire danger days, class leaders and 

class members will take  responsibility for their own decisions whether to conduct or attend classes. The 

Committee recognises that different classes and  activities are differently affected by extreme weather 

conditions. 

You can go to the U3A Castlemaine website for information on weather and fire restrictions or listen to 

ABC Central Victoria radio FM91.1. 

We can have hot days in March with fire/heat danger, so don‘t be complacent because it’s ‘Autumn’. 

 

The Department of Health's ‘Flu Tracking’ surveillance system is   

starting early this year so they can track the severity of coronavirus if 

there is community transmission. People’s past survey responses were really important in showing 

that the 2009 flu pandemic, while severe in some, was mild in most.  

More participants all over Australia are needed to do this.  

Please consider registering and even asking two friends or colleagues to join  by forwarding this link:  

http://www.flutracking.net/join/inv37  

The survey involves participants giving a 10 second response every week to an email that is sent to 

you on  Monday mornings to help track flu and other viruses like coronavirus. You will also receive a 

weekly flu report and a map of influenza-like illness in return!  

For further information contact Flutracking Australia: https://www.flutracking.net  

 

Member Donations to U3A 

Thank you to all the members who make a 

donation to U3A. Our running costs are    

significant and every bit helps. 

Thank You 

U3A Castlemaine Insurance Cover  

Our insurance through VMIA (Victorian  Managed 

Insurance Authority)  which we achieve through 

membership of U3A Network Victoria, does not     

provide Personal Accident Insurance to members 

attending classes or events. It does however,        

provide Personal Accident cover for volunteers 

whilst performing their duties. This includes course 

leaders, members on committees and working 

groups, and others who have a role as a volunteer 

for U3A Castlemaine. VMIA also provides Public    

Liability Insurance cover for venues for U3A activities.  

   Anyone for Stats? 

As at the 27th of February, U3A 

Castlemaine offers 92 courses run by 65 

course leaders. We have a total of 520 

members which will increase as the year 

progresses and new people join. 

http://www.flutracking.net/join/inv37
https://www.flutracking.net
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Congratulation to the Events Working Group 

Congratulations and thank you to members of the Events Working Group on the excellent job you 

do organising U3A events. For those who don’t know, this includes excursions to interesting places 

which are available to all our members, organising the catering and entertainment for special U3A 

occasions, and sourcing the coffee morning guest speakers. Not to forget other helpful things that 

all contribute to the smooth running of U3A Castlemaine. Our U3A members do appreciate these 

efforts enormously. 

And did you know that the Events Working Group could do with a few more members?                  

So if you are interested you can contact:  u3acm.events@gmail.com 

‘Terrible’ Victorian Mountain Names 

I have often found it amusing that we have such negative names for some of our beautiful mountains 

and other natural features in Victoria, and indeed across the whole country. I suspect many are simply 

retaliatory names . 

Let’s begin with the description in the title. Mount Terrible was named due to 

a tough 1,000 metre climb up a spur from a pub near Jamieson, north east 

of Melbourne. You can imagine you won’t want to have spent too long at 

the pub before the gruelling ascent!  

Then in South West Victoria not far from Clunes, there’s a Mount Misery, 

named by disgruntled people who found no joy in climbing up the 263     

metre granite hill. Hume and Hovell, named Mount Disappointment after 

climbing the mountain to catch a glimpse of Port Phillip Bay and discovering 

their view blocked by trees. And we have the long, steep hike up            

Mount Difficult in the Grampians, which many horrified novice bushwalkers 

have experienced.  

 

Rearing skyward, Mount Abrupt provides a strong backdrop to Dunkeld in the Grampians, and did you 

know there is a Mount Hopeless in four Australian states? The doomed expedition of 1860-1861 left 

Burke and Wills in a weakened state attempting to reach the outpost of Mount Hopeless in South     

Australia, and as we all know, they died of starvation on the way. I wonder how the Victorian Mount 

Hopeless was named. 

Looking north from near Mount Howitt is a series of cliff faces called the Devil’s Staircase which leads 

into a valley called The Terrible Hollow.  Then out to the west is Mount Thorn, south of which is a ravine 

called The Devil’s Window.  A precipitous ridge line called the Crosscut Saw has a peak called Mount 

Buggery, which was named after the irritation felt by a member of the Melbourne Walking Club in the 

1930s.  And there’s the track where with trepidation you pass through the rugged Horrible Gap before 

joyfully ending up on Mount Despair! 

Ending on a different note, Mount Useful near Licola, generously supports both a fire lookout and a    

Telstra communications tower.                   

                U3A Member  

                         

Mt Disappointment 

mailto:u3acm.events@gmail.com
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   Around the Classes 

 

Our Theatre Royal presents 

Wozzeck  

Saturday March 14 @ 10.30am  

COMPOSER & LIBRETTIST:  ALBAN BERG 

Wozzeck, the first opera by this Austrian composer, was composed between 1914 and 1922. In three 

acts with five scenes each, the plot depicts the everyday lives of soldiers and the townspeople of a 

rural German-speaking town. Prominent themes of militarism, callousness, social exploitation, and 

casual sadism are uncompromisingly presented in a new staging. 

If you would like a full synopsis contact Vic Say: sayvf@castlemaine.net  

Australian History Group 

The Australian History group meets on the first and third  Thursday of 

the month in the comfort of the lounge room at the Bunton family 

home.  After, and sometimes during a talk by a member of the 

group, there is often much lively discussion  revealing many interest-

ing facts not commonly known. For example last week Clive spoke 

about ‘Weary’ Dunlop, and he opened the talk with a list of ques-

tions to see if we could guess who he was discussing. Some of us  

didn’t have a clue but others knew as soon as Benalla was mentioned. 

Other topics that have been discussed have been from Barbara - ‘Lady Jane Franklin and her       

husband  Sir John’, ‘The Tragic 1909 Floods in Castlemaine’, ‘The trawler, “Krait”’, and Lou had the 

question, ‘What do we celebrate when we talk about Captain James Cook in 1788?’  Lyn              

presented, ’The Black War —The Last Tasmanian Aborigines’. Also discussed have been people and 

events that helped develop the Melbourne Botanic Gardens, Immigration and the dramatic rescue 

at sea by sailors (including our own Kit Morris) from the ‘Stratheden’ in 1955.   

And then, ‘The Development of the First X-Ray Machine’— developed  by Father Joseph Patrick   

Slattery who was a physicist and radiologist,   ‘Asbestos – Separating Fact from Fiction’, ‘A History of 

Postal and Telecommunication Services’, ‘Black Saturday’, and  ‘The Castlemaine Powder Machine’ 

amongst many other topics.  

The discussions have been light-hearted, sad, thrilling, unusual, but most of all very entertaining and 

enjoyable. The afternoon concludes with a cuppa and chat. 

              Gayle W, Class Member 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Militarism
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/sadism
mailto:sayv@castlemaine.net
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   Around the Classes 

Penny 

My Name is Tarnished Copper 

Penny. Actually my original 

name was Tarnished Copper 

Possum but my previous owner 

was American and saw        

possums as vermin so she had it changed to    

Penny. My present owner calls me by various 

names, Pen, Penny, Penelope and Penny Perfect.  

My Breed is: Miniature Poodle.                               

My human minder’s name is: Jillian but at home 

we call her Wills, goodness knows why.                

My minder’s good characteristics are: This is a    

difficult question. I have had to give it a lot of 

thought. Maybe that she remembers to feed and 

walk me, move my pillow around  the house so I 

can sit in the sun.                                                      

My minders annoying characteristics are:           

Remembering to medicate me, wash me, put me 

in a safety belt in the car so I can’t see out the 

window. She won’t let me ride in the front be-

cause of the air bags. But most of all having to sit 

outside a coffee shop with her while she imbibes. 

My favourite treat is:  I like liver  treats but best of 

all I like to go for a walk.                                          

My favourite place is:  Of course I love home but I 

also adore running along the beach.                       

I love:  Both my present owners.  Because: I no 

longer live in a breeding establishment and can 

be the special dog.                                                     

I dislike: The fly swat. They won’t use a spray.    

Every time I hear a fly I go to bed.  Because: Don’t 

know why. They have never hit me with it.              

My favourite hobbies are: Walking, sniffing, sleep-

ing and having my tummy rubbed.                             

My favourite day is: Obviously Tuesday. I get so 

excited when Jillian gets out the pants she wears 

on Tuesdays. Because: I get to see all my friends. 

My Favourite toy is: Don’t know what a toy is for, 

they tried to show me but  it seemed absurd.            

I understand the following commands: Sit, stay, 

come, careful and heaps more that I don’t let on 

to. 

When I arrived at my present home there were 

two very old kelpies. They passed away in the first 

year of my residence. I was expected to pick up 

the batten. I zip around but really am just trying to 

keep a safe distance. The sheep cannot stop 

laughing. 

Social Dog Walking  Some bright spark from the dog walking group thought it would be a good 

idea to showcase the canine members of this group which meets every Tuesday. We won’t mention 

his name, but he’s quite tall and presents excellent history classes. Anyway, he has chosen the two  

canine members below to start the ball rolling. 

Clara  

My name is Clara,  but I’m often      

referred to as ‘Little Flower’. 

My Breed is: Miniature Schnauzer 

My human minder’s name is:  

Monique. She may not  know this but 

I often call her ‘Mummy’. 

My minder’s good characteristics are: Patience, 

(I can be annoying) playfulness and a good 

loud laugh—sometimes even a shriek. 

My minder’s annoying characteristic are:       

Routine and not allowing me to eat as much as 

I want. 

My favourite treat is: A three-day-old smelly 

bone. 

My favourite place is: On Monique’s lap. 

I love: Lunging at the chooks.                            

Because: They flap and squawk.  

I dislike: Finding peach stones.                          

Because: I can’t help myself swallowing them 

and ending up at the vet’s. Not good! 

My favourite hobbies are: Sniffing everything on 

my walks—for a very long time—and quickly 

eating disgusting things I find that I’m not        

allowed to eat. Ha!  

My favourite day is: Tuesday—Social Dog Walk-

ing day.  Is this the correct answer?                  

Because: I catch up with the other dogs – some 

are such ‘goodie goodies’, others are ‘difficult’, 

if you know what I mean. I love Ambrose – the 

big hunk! And Russell seems quite keen on me. 

My Favourite toy is: The ball. Monique tries to 

get it from me (because I don’t retrieve) but I 

am perfecting my moves. It thrills me and makes 

us both laugh. 

I understand the following commands: Inside, sit, 

wee wees, in the car, off to bed, no, this way, 

get the ball, and many more. I’m not good at 

obeying all of them when it doesn’t suit me.  

Hey! I’m a stubborn schnauzer! 
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Solos Group 

Our next get-together will 

be on Saturday, the 21st 

March at the home of Ann 

Lodge, 5470 5915 

Best wishes, Eva,  5472 1856 

Digital Photography - The group’s year 

planning meeting.   

Almost the whole group was present with really 

good interaction between all. The photo was 

taken by Mick Evans.           

                              Jill Williams, Course Leader 

Question: What has 48 feet and sings? 

              Answer is below 

U3A Choir 

We are very grateful to 

have had a response  

to our request for a   

pianist.  

We welcome Jennifer Lehmann and David Smith 

to our choir and look forward to having a very 

musical year together.     

We welcome new members this year and those 

who have returned after illness last year.  Two 

members are still under medical care and we 

look forward to having them back with us in the 

very near future.  We give them our good wishes 

for a very speedy recovery.  

As the New Year has started, we have new      

beginnings and new songs to enjoy - some in  

harmony and some in unison and of course, 

some rounds to have some fun. 

I am sure we will have a very happy year singing 

together. 

Angela Sye, Course Leader 

Music Makers 

We welcome many new   

members to learn how to play      

instruments and those who 

have returned from last year to 

learn more skills with our       

guitars, ukuleles and recorders.  

Playing solo is not too hard, but trying to play     

together is a task and sometimes we produce a 

variety of one tune played together, which can 

be a most interesting and unusual sound, so we 

burst into laughter and give it  another go. It       

always comes together in the end. 

We shall have a very happy musical year            

together. 

Angela Sye, Course Leader   

   Around the Classes 
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   Around the Classes 

U3A is Good for Your Brain 

The benefits of U3A membership align to the factors considered necessary for good brain health by 

the Global Council on Brain Health. Being old, lonely and depressed is not good for you. The Council 

has produced reports which present evidence on, and make recommendations for, how diet,         

exercise, sleep, social engagement, cognitively stimulating activities and mental well-being can     

support and help protect cognitive and brain health. It goes on to say that perhaps the best benefits 

arise out of a combination of physical activity, mental stimulation and sociability. 

Mixing exercise and exploring new ways of doing things, and connecting socially clearly fits with the 

range of activities available to our U3A members. 

ARMCHAIR TRAVEL 

In February to start the year with an enthusiastic 

bang, not a whimper!, we had a return visit      

from Stuart Hill, with an interesting session on             

"Risky Travel"; not going to dodgy seedy places, 

but being more prepared to take risks when we 

travel and to be prepared to go off the beaten 

track occasionally to experience something a little 

different from what is in the travel brochures. 

Stuart shared his recent experiences and photos of 

places such as China, Moldova, Armenia, Bulgaria, 

Romania, Russia, Georgia, Slovakia, and the 

Czech Republic - to  name but a few. Stuart's     

eccentric, informative and enthusiastic style is     

always enjoyable and we really appreciated what 

he shared.                                                                                                               

The old Soviet-built  

Buzludzha  Monument,  

Shipka Pass in Bulgaria.             

This photo was taken by 

Stuart Hill's drone! 

                        

For more information about this class, contact Bev 

on 0459 324 455 or philandbev@hotmail.com 

             Bev Orgill 

FABULOUS FRIDAY FLICKS 

We are back again for 2020! After a false start at 

the end of January, where we had to cancel 

the class because of extreme heat weather, we 

began the year by celebrating Sam Neill, a 

Northern Ireland - born New Zealander who has 

starred in many films and TV shows.  

Two of his best roles were 

showcased; we saw him 

as Henry Beecham in the 

1979 classic, "My Brilliant 

Career" (Sam's first real 

starring role) where he 

was the love interest of a 

young and striking - look-

ing Judy Davis, and we watched him in the 2000 

movie, "The Dish" as Cliff 

Buxton, the chief  scientist in 

charge of the Parkes  radio 

telescope  facility, that 

played a  pivotal role in 

covering the 1969 moon 

landing. Both films were   

enjoyed by all. 

For more information about this class, contact 

Bev, 0459 324 455 or philandbev@hotmail.com 

           Bev Orgill 

mailto:philandbev@hotmail.com
mailto:philandbev@hotmail.com
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Friday, April 3rd Coffee Morning 

10am at the Church of Christ                                                   

66 Blakeley Rd Castlemaine 

Guest Speaker—Sue Albert will    

speak about the work BlazeAid    

does to assist communities that  

have suffered bushfire destruction. 

 

Kitchen Duty: To be advised   

How Old Do You Feel? 

Do you know the distinctions between ‘chronological age, ‘biological age’, and ‘subjective age’?  

Simply put: ‘chronological age’ refers to the number of birthdays we’ve celebrated; ‘biological age’ 

is determined by measuring age-related biomarkers which include grip strength, blood pressure, the 

elasticity of the skin, etc.; and ‘subjective age’ is the age we feel. 

Increasingly, I hear contemporaries exclaim that they can’t believe that they are already XX years 

old! Many still feel infinitely younger than their ‘chronological age’. Granted, this only applies to those 

who are fortunate enough to enjoy good health, but the reality is that this generation of older adults 

(Boomers) is healthier, better educated and more tech-savvy than any previous generation. They do 

feel younger and their ‘biological age’ is more youthful. 

Top Sixty Over Sixty conducted a research study in 2018, the results of which aligned with those of   

other researchers, which concluded that most older adults weren’t aware of their own bias against   

ageing. They didn’t realise that this internalised feeling was self-limiting and that it impacted health 

and attitude. 

Although not part of our study, we have systematically been collecting data on ‘subjective age’, 

finding that most people over 40 consider themselves to be 20 years younger than they are. They also 

consider old age to be 20 years beyond their actual age. Apparently, these feelings are indicative of 

our ‘subjective age’ which are quite accurate predictors of our well-being and ageing prognosis. 

Our gut intuitively signals how cognitively aware we are, how physically able we are and how emo-

tionally stable we are. Feeling more youthful means that we tend to be more optimistic and positive. 

Having a positive outlook has been proven to make a great difference when it comes to ageing. 

Aside from genetic predispositions, we all have the ability to improve our chances of ageing well and 

actively.  If we embrace healthy habits, eating well, exercising and seeing the cup as half full rather 

than half empty, we can control some of the variables that will affect us later in life. The first          

challenge is to recognise our own bias and then to understand how to change it. 

          From ‘Top Sixty Over Sixty’ by Helen Spence 

HOW WRONG THEY WERE 

Associates of the pioneer of radio and  television, David Sarnoff, responded 

to his urging for investment in radio in the 1920s, with the following statement: 

"The wireless music box has no imaginable commercial value. Who would 

pay for a message sent to nobody in particular?" 

And then … 

“Radio is just a fashion contrivance that will soon die out. It is obvious that 

there will never be invented a proper receiver!”  Thomas A. Edison 
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CASTLEMAINE 

 UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE 

  U3A Castlemaine Inc 

A0017409G 

Contact Information 

Committee of Management     

President    Trevor Lloyd   0419 303 709 u3acm.pres@gmail.com 

Vice President   VACANT 

Secretary    Terry Murphy  0425 712 362 u3acm.secretary@gmail.com 

Treasurer    Ann Roman   5472 5262  u3acm.treas@gmail.com 

Immediate Past President Phil Fletcher   0409 750 947 wombat.fletch@gmail.com  

Courses Coordinator   Keith Neaves  0477 428 435 u3acm.courses@gmail.com 

Venues Coordinator   Phil Hopley   0425 768 559 u3acmvenues17@gmail.com  

ICTWG Coordinator/  Jo Thompson  0457 388 344 u3acm.ictwg@gmail.com 

MyU3A Coordinator   
 

Newsletter Editor   Monique Thomson  5474 2290  u3acastlemainenews@gmail.com 

Member Services  Coord. Janet Cropley  0419 539 142 janetc@ozemail.com.au 

 

General Positions 

Events Coordinator  Joe Scoglio   5472 2396  u3acm.events@gmail.com 

Office Coordinator  Liz Sharplin   0403 398 764 u3acm.office@gmail.com 

Assistant Treasurer  Lou Citroen   0411 715 139 u3acm.asstreas@gmail.com 

Membership Officer  Tami McVicar  0400 606 856 u3acm.members@gmail.com 

Website Submissions  Brier Johnson  0431 943 862 u3acm.wrt@gmail.com 
 
IT Support    David Sime   0418 242 977 u3acm.it@gmail.com 
  
Celebrations/Tributes  Barbara Bunton  5472 3186  bunwilbar@gmail.com 
 
Cake/Roster/Raffle  Deb Wigglesworth  5474 2325  dwigles.dw@gmail.com  
 
MyU3A Support/Help  Anet McDonald  5470 6497  myu3ahelp@gmail.com 
 

WORKING GROUPS:  

Courses Coordination Working Group, u3acm.courses@gmail.com 

Finance Working Group, u3acm.treas@gmail.com  

Events Working Group, u3acm.secretary@gmail.com 

Information & Communication Technologies Working Group (ICTWG), u3acm.ictwg@gmail.com 

 

U3A Castlemaine website: www.u3acastlemaine.com 

                                                                 
                           Newsletter Deadline: Monday 23rd March  u3acastlemainenews@gmail.com 
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mailto:dwigles.dw@gmail.com
mailto:myu3ahelp@gmail.com
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